
Planning for Success or Planning for Failure?

In the 1980’s they had one of the greatest names in the highly competitive
American beverage industry. In fact, they were one of the
their industry. They aspired to be Number 1. So they took a gamble. They began
tinkering with the formula of their top
For a short while it looked like a good idea. But their customers would
the changes. They didn't care.

Coca-Cola? No, Schlitz beer. Schlitz’ management was convinced they were
right and the beer drinking public was wrong. As a result, the beer that made
Milwaukee famous, went down in flames and eventually sold out
But Coca-Cola’s leadership heard the huge public outcry and planned a
successful re-introduction of the original formula for Coke. They dubbed it “Coca
Cola Classic.” It was a stroke of genius to turn this terrible public relations
decision into huge sales. They listened to their top customers and responded
accordingly.

In 2009, you will have the year you expect to have. Expect a bleak year, you will
get your wish. Expect a breakout year in profits and success, and you guessed it,
you will get what you look for. It's called the Law of Attraction and it governs your
business and personal life. So what are companies doing today that signal their
plans for failure or success? What are the differences that boards, CEOs and
presidents are deciding
preparation vs. bad decisions in a time of economic uncertainty. Which side will
you be on?

1. Cutting back vs. spending in the necessary places.
success in my speaking business.
amazed that I (and other speakers like me) spend most of our time
marketing our businesses and selling ourselves to prospective clients. I

Planning for Success or Planning for Failure?
What will you do in 2009?

“We are what we repeatedly do.”
-Aristotle

In the 1980’s they had one of the greatest names in the highly competitive
American beverage industry. In fact, they were one of the top two beverages in
their industry. They aspired to be Number 1. So they took a gamble. They began
tinkering with the formula of their top-selling drink. They changed the ingredients.
For a short while it looked like a good idea. But their customers would
the changes. They didn't care.

Cola? No, Schlitz beer. Schlitz’ management was convinced they were
right and the beer drinking public was wrong. As a result, the beer that made
Milwaukee famous, went down in flames and eventually sold out

Cola’s leadership heard the huge public outcry and planned a
introduction of the original formula for Coke. They dubbed it “Coca

Cola Classic.” It was a stroke of genius to turn this terrible public relations
into huge sales. They listened to their top customers and responded

In 2009, you will have the year you expect to have. Expect a bleak year, you will
get your wish. Expect a breakout year in profits and success, and you guessed it,

t what you look for. It's called the Law of Attraction and it governs your
business and personal life. So what are companies doing today that signal their
plans for failure or success? What are the differences that boards, CEOs and
presidents are deciding today that will make or break their careers? It is good
preparation vs. bad decisions in a time of economic uncertainty. Which side will

Cutting back vs. spending in the necessary places. I have had much
success in my speaking business. It is not by chance. Most people are
amazed that I (and other speakers like me) spend most of our time
marketing our businesses and selling ourselves to prospective clients. I

Planning for Success or Planning for Failure?

In the 1980’s they had one of the greatest names in the highly competitive
top two beverages in
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Cola? No, Schlitz beer. Schlitz’ management was convinced they were
right and the beer drinking public was wrong. As a result, the beer that made
Milwaukee famous, went down in flames and eventually sold out of existence.

Cola’s leadership heard the huge public outcry and planned a
introduction of the original formula for Coke. They dubbed it “Coca-
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In 2009, you will have the year you expect to have. Expect a bleak year, you will
get your wish. Expect a breakout year in profits and success, and you guessed it,
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plans for failure or success? What are the differences that boards, CEOs and
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I have had much
Most people are

amazed that I (and other speakers like me) spend most of our time
marketing our businesses and selling ourselves to prospective clients. I



laugh when asked if I teach sales. Teach it? I AM it. You can have the
greatest speech in the world, but if you don’t market it, no one will ever
hear it and you will go broke.

So would it make sense that in a recession economy, I decide to cut back
on my marketing and stop attending sales improvement sessions? Would
that be a formula for success? I asked an audience of board members this
question last month in Desert Palms, California. What was their answer?

“No, of course not; you would go broke in a month.”

“Then why,” I asked, “do you prevent your presidents and sales managers
from budgeting for marketing or having their sales people trained in the
best possible methods to bring in more money? Why tie the hands that
feed the business? In what world does this make sense? Why insist that
sales executives go out without any better training than they had when the
economy wasn’t doing much better? They got it, but I doubt most boards,
committees or CEOs do. They think that by cutting the bottom line, they
will look good and the top line will automatically improve. You can not do
what you were doing in 2008 and expect better results in 2009. In a word,
it is foolish.

2. Punish your customers vs. rewarding them. Take a look at the airline
industry. It is on the ropes and has been for years. Why? Most major
airlines over book and over spend. They make poor purchases (Delta
going over a billion in the hole bought Northwest – another airline going in
the hole), they make poor decisions (overbooking flights) and they make
poor profits (none in most cases). But the worst thing they are doing is
punishing people for flying with them.

I typically fly Delta because I live in Atlanta (Delta’s home base) and I
have a gazillion frequent flyer miles (Platinum Elite Plus whatever that
means). But last month I had to fly United to get to a destination not
serviced by Delta. On Delta, I don’t pay to check my bag. On Delta, I can
move to a bulkhead or exit row for free – not because of my miles, but
because that is their policy. On United they charged me $50 for calling
them on the phone, offered to check my bag for $15 and upgrade me to a
seat with only five more inches of leg room for $25. Why? To offset the
dumb decisions they have made for years that are now costing them too
much money to run an airline. It would never occur to them to render
these services for free to get my business (and believe me, they could get
it if they treated me like they wanted me). Why? Because “everyone else
is doing it.”



Notice how when one airline gets away with taking away free pillows,
snacks, blankets, checked luggage, air (my joke) the others soon follow
suit. But wait, not all the others. Meanwhile Southwest Airlines is running a
profitable company and not charging for any of these “frills.” They even
advertise that they give you these amenities for free! How is your business
punishing its customers for doing business with you? How is this helping
you plan for failure?

3. Leaders with responsibility vs. leaders with authority. I talk with
CEO’s and presidents daily who are hamstrung by decrepit boards of
directors and committees who think they know how to run the business
better than the people hired to do it. They take away all authority and
leave the leader with responsibility. Responsibility without authority is a
recipe for disaster. I know because I have lived it.

Most of my readers know that I used to work in churches. One of the
biggest problems the paid staff had was answering to untrained
committees of people who had no idea how to run a church. The ministers
had years of seminary training and experience in church business. Yet
they had to answer to men and women who had never gone to school to
learn church polity, never run a church program, never put together a
church budget and had all the authority to tell the staff how to do it “right.”
As a result, most good ideas were shot down. A committee leader once
said that the paid, trained staff was not hired to make good decisions or
lead, they were hired to solve the problems the committee created when
they made all the decisions. What a mess!

In the same way, I speak to bank presidents, executive directors, and
meeting planners who have to answer to groups of people and individuals
who don’t have a clue how to do the job. What they have is authority
without responsibility – a plan for failure.

4. Looking for a quick fix vs. working smarter. At the time of this writing,
the American auto industry is facing a major crisis. Unlike the Japanese
automakers, they didn’t heed the warnings of long-term fuel shortages and
increased prices. They didn’t listen to the environmental lobby telling them
that they needed safer fuel sources. They didn’t start producing more fuel-
efficient cars. They made bigger, badder, thirstier autos (can you say
Hemi or Hummer?). In 2007, GM and Toyota both sold 9.3 million autos.
But GM lost $38 billion while Toyota made $17 billion. Notice anything?
Now the Big 3 want the US government to bail them out of this
predicament. The government has money (somehow, it always does) and
the “Big 3” have come crawling to the trough to get a boat load of it. They
aren’t admitting fault. They want our money. If they can’t get us to buy
their cars, they’ll get it by tapping into our taxes.



Have you heard their CEOs appealing to the American (and Canadian)
people to buy their cars anymore than they did before? Have they bought
air time to admit their mistakes and promise a better future? No, that
would involve work and full disclosure. I was a child when John F.
Kennedy was President of the United States, but I remember something
he did vividly. When President Kennedy ordered the ill-fated attack on
Cuba at the Bay of Pigs and it ended up in a disaster, he came on
television and told an astonished American public that he was to blame for
it and asked their forgiveness. His popularity soared. Cover your mistakes,
look for an easy way out of your troubles, lie to get by – that’s a plan for
failure.

5. Doing the same things vs. being better at what you do. Who is the
best department store? Nordstrom. Who is the best discount store? Wal
Mart. Who is the best electronics store? Best Buy. The list goes on and
on. Why are these companies the best? They keep trying to get better at
what they do and they put their customers first. Sam Walton once said,
“Don’t forget that one person has the power to decide if you have a job
and if your business stays in business – the customer who can fire you
any time he or she wants to.” Nordstrom is famous for customer service.
Their long time motto is: “The only difference between department stores
is the way they treat their customers.” This has kept them heads above
the competition. They are synonymous with excellent service.

I spoke with two customer call center representatives at a convention who
told me that now that their failing company was being taken over, the old
motto of “we serve the boss and the other employees” has been replaced
with “we serve the boss – our customers.” It’s a shame that someone had
to tell them this. I led a training conference for a company several years
ago. One hundred employees gathered together to learn customer
service. I asked them who the most important person was in the company.
No one said “our customers.” Most split it between the CEO, the COO and
believe it or not, themselves. Here is an excerpt from the Kiplinger Letter,
November 21, 2008: “Beefing up customer services: Stores will find it
worthwhile to woo customers and keep them coming back. More are
concluding that competing on price alone is a losing battle and will focus
on building loyalty, improving rewards programs, offering personalized
products and generally going the extra mile for repeat customers. Focus
on customer service.” Getting better at what you do is a plan for success.

6. Becoming entrenched vs. getting creative. In a bad economy, creativity
always rises to the top and wins. Bad times make people hungry and
hungry people will start looking anywhere for sustenance. Being hungry,
then is a good thing. It causes you to look inside for ideas. It causes you to
look around for solutions. When Lee Iacocca took over Chrysler in the late
70’s he inherited a company that was failing miserably. But Iacocca was a



creative genius. The man behind the invention of the Ford Mustang used
his creativity to turn Chrysler around completely. He went on TV and
talked about his new ideas. He pushed the design teams to develop bold,
new cars that transformed the industry (ever heard of the mini-van?). He
marketed the company in new ways. The result was a major comeback for
Chrysler.

Too many leaders today are entrenching themselves around their pitiful
excuses for leadership. Look at AIG. A company that took billions of
dollars from the government in a quick-fix bailout (see #4) and then took
their top management to thousand dollar per night resorts and spas. They
even took more taxpayer money and turned around and spent it, too on
extravagant luxuries. It was one entrenched group (the government)
aiding another entrenched group (AIG). The result is a plan for failure. It
doesn’t play well on Wall Street or Main Street.

7. Wait and see vs. do it now. Is your company playing the wait and see
game? Are they waiting to see how the economy will turn in the first
quarter before making any decisions? Maybe the economy is waiting on
your company to do something so it can turn around. When the recession
started I told Marti, my assistant, we have to work harder now. We have to
work smarter now. We began doubling our marketing efforts. We
overhauled our web site to attract new business. I interviewed speakers in
other industries to get ideas. I quit working in industries that were dying
out and focused on industries that were succeeding or I know will make a
strong comeback. There are certain industries that are gradually dying out.
For example, with the increase in the internet, less people are using the
Yellow Pages.

I heard a very good presentation on how mobile banking (banking on your
mobile phone) is rising fast. Within the next two years most customers of
banks and credit unions will use their mobile phones to check balances,
check deposits and receive personalized messages from their institutions.
Just a few short years ago, most people were afraid to give out their
mobile numbers. But also, just a few short years ago, land lines peaked in
number and are now on the decline. Mobile phones and Internet Phone
companies (like Vonage) are on the rise. What will you do with this
information? Act now or wait and see? I remember a colleague I worked
with in the mid 1990’s who told me he wanted to wait and see if the
internet was going to take off or be a “fad.” He wasn’t planning for
success.

8. What can you learn from bad times vs. why is this happening to me?
Author Larry Winget cuts right to the chase and doesn’t mince his words.
He is best known for the phrase: “Shut up, stop whining and get a life.”
That means you should take responsibility for your decisions, your career,



your life and your own happiness. No one is going to do it for you. Today I
look around and see a vacuum of responsible leadership. Government
leaders who won’t lead. Senior executives scared of Wall Street and their
own boards of directors. Sales executives who whine about how bad the
economy is so they won’t have to make sales calls. We live a no-fault
society. It is always someone else’s fault, not yours. We attract bad
circumstances with our negative thoughts. We say, “why me” instead of
“Why not me?

My friend Janice is a professional speaker. She has been struggling to
adopt my method for cold-calling clients to grow her business. We met
several times to discuss strategy. Last spring she called me to tell me the
shocking news that she had breast cancer. She requested funny material
to read and meditate on. We prayed. She came through the surgery with
flying colors. I spoke with her last month. “How is business, I asked? I was
even more shocked at her answer. “It has never been as great as it is
now.” She said. I get phone calls constantly from women’s organizations
asking me to come and speak to them on surviving cancer.” I said, “you
know, that cancer was the best thing that ever happened to your speaking
career.” She laughed and agreed.

You can either say that this is the best of times or it is the worst of times -
all according to your perspective. Last summer gasoline prices were over
$4.25 per gallon and we thought it was the end of the world. Today there
are predictions it will go as low as $1.00 per gallon. The drop was brought
on by the global economic crisis. And we think, once again, it is the end of
the world. What are you doing to make it the best of times? Are you
listening to others more than talking to them? Are you staying away from
negative people and news reports? Now is the time to brand yourself as a
success. The world will sit up and take notice. It is looking for leadership. It
is looking for confidence. It is looking to YOU!
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